
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING COSTS AND BUDGETING

Some of the features or methods use in cost & Managerial accounting in Budgeting Process.

Businesses and governments, both large and small, create budgets. For control purposes, after the actual level
of operations is known, the actual revenues and expenses can be compared to expected performance at that
level of operations. All the actions are based on planning of budget because budget is prepared after studying
all the related activities of the company. Cash flow, fund flow, ratio analysis, trend analysis, and comparative
financial statements are the tools normally used in management accounting to interpret and analyze accounting
data. Budgetary control also helps the management to ensure and control the plan and activities of the
organization. Budgeting, however, is not a substitute for good management. Based on controllability:Based on
controllability the costs are divided into 2 types one is controllable which is controllable by the business
management and another which is not controllable by the management. Something to add to this article or got
a question? This cost includes dividend, interest, long term and short term loans, etc. Management accounting
Management accounting relates to the provision of appropriate information for decision-making, planning,
cost control and performance evaluation. Budgetary Control Budgetary control is a tool for the management to
allocate responsibility and authority in planning for future and to develop a basis of measurement to evaluate
the efficiency of operations. It also helps executives and authorized members of management make the most
informed decisions when they are financial planning or deciding on the best long-term moves for the
organization. Cost accounting and management accounting are two important terms in accounting that are
used to control and formulate the organization policies. The budgets prepared under functional budgets are as
follows: Sales Budget. The main activities of cost accounting are: Budgeting: In cost accounting, various
budgets are prepared, showing cost, revenue, profit, production capacity and efficiency of plant and
machinery, as well as the efficiency of workers. What is cost and management accounting? Managers make
decisions in budget preparation that serve as a plan of action. They need to calculate the correct amount of tax
and assure timely deposit of tax. These are those expenses which are incurred on a product for either
improving their quality or design. There are multiple types of costs in management accounting that business
owners and their accountants evaluate on a regular basis. On the other hand, budget relates to planned policy
and program of the organization under planed conditions. Cost can be further classified on the following basis:
Based on behaviour:Based on behaviour the costs are divided into 3 types they are fixed cost, variable cost,
and semi variable cost. The planned operating budget helps to plan future earnings and results in a projected
income statement. Cost accounting was originally created to help manufacturing businesses assess the cost to
manufacture products, store them, ship them, and stay profitable.


